Suppliers to the 2012 Nissan Versa

**LIGHTING ASSIST**
- SmartBeam: Uses a miniature camera-on-a-chip integrated in auto-dimming mirror combined to automatically operate a vehicle’s high beams.

**ZF-Servolectric**: Is superior to conventional hydraulic power steering systems. It works with an electronically controlled electric motor, which replaces the conventional hydraulic system.

**Water Separation System**: Provides clean air for the air conditioner.

**Stay Converter**: In the Exhaust Manifold.

**BodySense**: Vehicle occupant classification solution/Smart airbag deployment.

---

**Jounce Bumpers Are Bump Stops. They Are Located on the Bottom of a Spring**

---

**Fuel Card**

---

**Suppliers Wanted**: If you are a supplier and have questions or want your information considered for our car cutaways, contact Supplier Business at: automotivenews@supplierbusiness.com